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Abstract. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let ip be a normal linear

functional on a strongly closed C*-subalgebra N of M. Denote by ?FV the

set of normal linear functionals y/ on M extending ip with ||^|| = \\<p\\. It

is shown that there exists a partial isometry v in N such that

f = |f|(v).        1*1 = *(«*•).        11*11 = 111*111

and

* = |*K»-)>      lrl = r(«*-).      11*11 = 111*111
for all y in ^ , where \q\ and \y\ denote the absolute values of <p and

y/ respectively. Let A be a C*-algebra and let B be a C*-subalgebra of A .

As a consequence of this result, we obtain that every state on B has a unique

state extension to A if and only if every bounded linear functional on B has

a unique norm-preserving extension to a bounded linear functional on A .

1. Introduction

Let A be a C*-algebra and let P be a C*-subalgebra of A. As is well known,

every positive linear functional on B has a norm-preserving extension to a

positive linear functional on A. In general, however, such an extension is not

unique. The uniqueness of such an extension would depend on the structure of

B . Actually the author showed in [3, Theorem 2.2] that the following conditions

are equivalent:

(1) B is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A .
(2) Every positive linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving exten-

sion to a positive linear functional on A .
For the basic results of hereditary C*-subalgebras, the reader is referred to

[7]; for some recent results on hereditary C*-subalgebras, to [2-6].

Recently Edwards and Ruttimann [1, Corollary 2.8] showed that the following

conditions are equivalent:

(1) B is a hereditary C-subalgebra of A .
(3) Every bounded linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving ex-

tension to a bounded linear functional on A .
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As pointed out at the end of [1], conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent via

condition (1).
In this paper, we shall give an elementary proof for the implication (2) => (3),

which is direct in the sense that we do not use condition (1). (The implication

(3) => (2) is clear since a positive linear functional on a C*-subalgebra has a

norm-preserving extension to a positive linear functional on the whole algebra.)

Such a proof is deduced from the following theorem on polar decompositions

of normal linear functionals on von Neumann algebras.

Theorem 2.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let cp be a normal linear

functional on a strongly closed C*-subalgebra N of M. Denote by ^f the set

of normal linear functionals yi on M extending cp with \\y/\\ = \\cp\\. Let v be

any partial isometry in N satisfying that \\tp\\ = cp(v*). Then we have

9 = \9\(v-),        W = *(«*•).        11*11 = IIMII

and

y/ = \y/\(v),        \y/\ = y/(v*-),        \\y/\\ = \\\y/\\\

for all y/ in 3^, where \cp\ and \y/\ denote the absolute values of cp and y/

respectively.

This theorem suggests that research on norm-preserving extensions of

bounded linear functionals on C*-subalgebras should be reduced to research

on norm-preserving positive extensions of positive linear functionals. In §2, we

first prove this theorem, and the proof for (2) => (3) is obtained as an easy con-

sequence of this theorem. We emphasize that the key point in our obsevation is

that for a normal linear functional cp on a von Neumann algebra M, any par-

tial isometry v in M with cp(v) = \\cp\\ always gives the polar decomposition

of cp (Lemma 2.3).

2. Results

Let Af be a von Neumann algebra and let cp be a normal linear functional

on M. By the polar decomposition of cp , we mean the following expression:

tp = \tp\(v), \(p\ = cp(V*-)

for some partial isometry v in M and a unique positive linear functional |^|

on M which satisfies

(*) 11*11 = HHII    and   \cp(x)\2 < \\cp\\\cp\(x*x)

for all x in M (cf. [7, 3.6.7; 8, 1.14.4; 9, HI.4.2]). Note that condition (*)
ensures the uniqueness of \cp\ (cf. [7, 3.6.7; 9, III.4.2]). More precisely, if a

positive linear functional y/ satisfies

||y|| = Ill?lll    and   \cp(x)\2^\\<p\\y/(x*x),

then y/ — \cp\. In addition, if vv* is exactly equal to the support projection

s(\cp\) of \cp\, i.e., the smallest of all projections p in M such that \cp\(p-) =

\cp\, then v is uniquely determined (cf. [8, 1.14.4; 9, III.4.6]). In general,
however, there is some freedom for the choice of v . This is unfortunate in

some cases, while in other cases it is fortunate. The starting point in this paper
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is Lemma 2.3. Although its proof is easily seen from [7, 3.6.8; 8, 1.14.4], we will
give the proof below for the convenience of the reader, together with additional

remarks.
Now we set

M9 = {x £ M I ||jc|| < 1,  cp(x) = \\cp\\ },

which is a nonempty and weakly compact face of the unit ball of M. Hence

My contains a partial isometry in M, which is an extreme point of the unit

ball of M. Note that the normal linear functional cp(x-) given by each x in

My is positive. In fact, since

\\<p(x-)\\><p(xl) = <p(x) = \\<p\\>\\tp(x-)\\,

we obtain that ||^|| = ||^(x-)|| = cp(x\), which implies that cp(x-) is positive

(cf. [7, 3.14; 8, 1.5.2]). In particular, cp(v*-) is positive and ||^|| = ||^(u*«)||

for all partial isometries v* in M9 .

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let cp be a normal linear

functional on M. Then

\\<p(v*v.)\\ = \\cp\\

for every partial isometry v* in M9.

Proof. Since

IN > \\9(v*v -)|| > cp(v*vv*) = <p(v*) = ||p||,

we obtain the desired result.   Q.E.D.

It is known that ||^(p-)ll = \\?\\ f°r a projection p in M if and only if
cp(p-) = cp (e.g., [9, III.4.1]). We thus see that cp(v*v •) = cp for every partial

isometry v* in Mf . The next lemma asserts that cp(v •) = cp(w •) for arbitrary

isometries v and w in M9 .

Lemma 2.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let cp be a normal linear

functional on M. Then we have

Cp = \cp\(v), \<p\ = (p(V*-), ||?|| = |||?|||

for all partial isometries v* in M9.

Proof. In order to show that cp(v*-) coincides with \cp\, we have only to verify

that cp(v*-) satisfies condition (*). The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality shows that

\cp(x)\2 = \cp(v*(vx))\2 < \\cp(v*-)\\<p(v*(x*v*vx)) < \\cp\\cp(v*(x*x))

for all x in M, which implies that \tp\ = cp(v*-), and we see that cp(x) =

cp(v*vx) = \cp\(vx). We thus complete the proof.   Q.E.D.

Now we return to Theorem 2.1 and prove it.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Take any partial isometry v* from Nv . Since Nv c

Mv for all y/ in ^, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that v yields the desired

result.   Q.E.D.

Let A be a C*-algebra. We denote by A** the enveloping von Neumann

algebra of A , which is identified with the second dual of A . Then 77** of a
C*-subalgebra B of A is identified with the strong closure of B in A**. Thus

we have the following.
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Corollary 2.4. Let A be a C -algebra and let cp be a bounded linear functional

on a C-subalgebra B of A. Denote by 3^ the set of bounded linear functionals

yi on A extending cp with \yi\ = \\tp\\. Let v* be any partial isometry in B**.

Then we have

cp = \cp\(v), \cp\ = cp(v*-), ||?|| = ||H||

and

y/ = \yv\(v),        \y,\ = y,(v*-),        \M = \\\¥\\\

for all y/ in ^ .

We are now in a position to prove the equivalence of (2) and (3) in the

introduction.

Corollary 2.5 ([1]). Let A be a C*-algebra and let B be a C*-subalgebra of A.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Every positive linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving exten-

sion to a positive linear functional on A .

(2) Every bounded linear functional on B has a unique norm-preserving ex-

tension to a bounded linear functional on A .

Proof. We have only to prove the implication (1) => (2). Let cp be a bounded

linear functional on 77 and let cpx and cp2 be norm-preserving extensions of cp

to bounded linear functionals on A. It follows from Corollary 2.4 that there

exists a partial isometry v in 77** such that

<p = \<p\(v-),        \cp\ = cp(v*-),        IN = 111*111

and

<Pi = \<Pi\(V'), \<Pi\ = <Pi(v*-), ||?i|| = |ll?illl
for 1 = 1,2. We then have

\Vi\(b) = <pj(v*b) = cp(v*b) = \cp\(b)

for all b £ B. Since we have

111*111 = 11*11 = 11*11 = 111*111,
condition (1) concludes that \tpx\ — \cp2\. This means that cpx = \y>i\(v •) =

\<Pi\(v •) = <Pi- We thus complete the proof.   Q.E.D.
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